
Bags 
We have a complete line of poly bags available for various uses: flat, gusseted, rolls, reclosable, with write on blocks and 

numerous specialty bags.  Give us a call with your specific requirements and we’ll find a bag to fit your needs. 

 

See the bags section under food service products for grocery, merchandise and t-shirt bags. 

 
 
Kraft Paper 
KR1240               12”-40# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR1840               18”-40# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR2430               24”-30# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR3040               30”-40# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR3640               36”-40# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR3650               36”-50# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

KR3660               36”-60# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL 

KR4860               48”-60# kraft paper, 9” diameter roll                                                        ROLL * 

                            General purpose; use for wrapping and protecting items. 

 
 
Pressure Sensitive Tape 
PST83-050          1/2” x 60 yd masking tape, 72 rolls/case                                                   ROLL 

PST83-075          3/4” x 60 yd masking tape, 48 rolls/case                                                   ROLL 

PST83-100          1” x 60 yd masking tape, 36/case                                                              ROLL 

                            General purpose; use for holding, bundling, splicing and deli wrapping. 

 

PSTCS-48C         48 mm x 100m clear carton sealing tape, 36/case                                     ROLL 

                            General purpose box sealing. 

PST800AB          2” carton sealing tape dispenser w/adjustable brake                                 EACH 

               

PST800-10          Cutter blade for tape dispenser                                                                  EACH 

 

PSTFM-12          12 mm x 55m filament tape, 72/case                                                         ROLL 

PSTFM-18          18 mm x 55m filament tape, 48/case                                                         ROLL 

PSTFM-24          24 mm x 55m filament tape, 36/case                                                         ROLL 

                            General purpose fiberglass reinforced; use for bundling and wrapping. 

 

PSTD99T            Filament tape dispenser                                                                             EACH 

PSTBS-17           18 mm x 55m black strapping tape, 96 rolls/case                                      ROLL 

                            General purpose; use for bundling and palletizing. 

 
 
Gummed Tape 
GT3450NA3       70 mm x 137 m (450’)  reinforced tape, 10 rolls/case                               CASE 

                            Medium to heavy duty grade; water activated adhesive; three way 

                            fiberglass reinforcing pattern. 

 

GT360060           3” x 600’ 60# kraft tape, 10 rolls/case                                                       CASE 

Medium duty grade; water activated adhesive. 
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Stretch Wrap 
SW05801            5” x 1000’ stretch wrap, 12 rolls/case                                                       CASE 

                            Use for wrapping and bundling. 

SW1880               18” x 1500’ stretch wrap, 4 rolls/case                                                       CASE 

                            Use for palletizing. 

 

SW01                  Hand held stretch wrap dispenser                                                              EACH * 

                            Use for 12” to 20” rolls. 

SWDH03             Plastic stretch wrap dispenser                                                                    EACH 

                            Inexpensive alternative; for all size rolls. 

SW04                  E-Z stretch wrap dispenser                                                                         EACH 

                            Designed for narrow width film; adjustable tension; foam grip. 

 
 
Twine & Ties 
PT1850                1 ply 850’ poly twine, #10 box                                                                  BOX 

 

TT14-4                4” x 5/32” twist tie, 2,000/box                                                                  BOX 

                            For closing, twisting or bundling products. 

 

We also have available cotton, jute and sisal tying and wrapping twines.  Give us a call with your specific needs. 

 
 
Packing Materials 
PM008F               Foam filler, 8 cubic foot bag                                                                     BAG 

                            Used to fill voids in cartons; protects items during shipment. 

 

PC22012             12” x 750’ 3/16” bubble wrap, 12” perforations                                       ROLL 

PD23024             24” x 250’ 1/2” bubble wrap, 12” perforations                                         ROLL 

                            Used for protecting products during the shipping process. 

 

PM2030-1           20” x 30” white tissue paper, 10 reams/case                                             CASE 

                            Used for wrapping glasses, china, etc. 

 

PM1520WNP      15” x 20” white newsprint, 32#/bundle, approx. 1525 sheets                   BDL * 

PM1824WNP      18” x 24” white newsprint, 32#/bundle, approx. 1060 sheets                   BDL 

PM2436WNP      24” x 36” white newsprint, 32#/bundle, approx. 500 sheets                     BDL * 
                            Used for stuffing and wrapping, sub wrap, and void filler. 

 
 
Miscelaneous Packaging Items 
PE31BL               4.5” x 5.5” top packing list enclosed, 1,000/case                                      CASE 

                            Invoice enclosed and other sizes and styles available. 

 

AF720-121S        Diamond deadlock sharp point, 1,000/case                                               CASE 

                        Fastening device for shipping tags. 

 

BN15PC              15” paper cutter, wood & metal stand                                                       EACH * 

BN18PC              18” paper cutter, wood & metal stand                                                       EACH * 

BN24PC              24” paper cutter, wood & metal stand                                                       EACH * 

BN36PC              36” paper cutter, wood & metal stand                                                       EACH * 

                            Holds up to a 9” diameter roll of kraft, butcher and gift wrapping papers. 
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